Data Warehouse
Optimisation Service
Reduce your annual Data Warehouse running costs by up to 30%

Many organisations’ Data Warehouses have evolved over time
to become critical components that many departments and
users depend on. Are you confident that you are maximising and
sustaining the long-term return on your investments however?
Increasing storage and performance requirements, Data Quality
defects and challenging requirements from stakeholders can
increase costs, complexity and reduce your time to market.
Data to Value
We are an an Information Management
consultancy that specialise in applying
the latest Data Science and Big Data
techniques to help organisations
optimise their existing Data Warehouse
investments.

We provide you with interactive
dashboards, actionable intelligence and
practical recommendations and support
to reduce your Data Warehouse costs &
increase ROI.
We work with all enterprise data warehouse
technologies including:

Our Data Warehouse Optimisation
Check Service enables clients to
better understand and reduce costs,
understand usage patterns, reduce risk
and improve stakeholder engagement.
Our solution
We provide you with actionable insights
and practical steps to improve the ROI
of your Data Warehouse

Understand the quality
of the data in your
warehouse and where
your biggest risks reside
Leverage opportunities
to use the latest Big
Data & Data Science
techniques to gain more
insight from your data
Tune queries, reduce
storage costs and archive
infrequently used data
Understand & reduce
the complexity of storage,
ETL, presentation and
other components

Example of interactive dashboards:

Here’s how we do it:
We analyse your Data Warehouse code,
architecture, data models, content and
usage patterns using the latest data
mining and profiling tools & techniques.
We identify potential cost savings from
issues such as:
• Data Quality defects
• Data integration & loading issues
• Storage & query inefficiencies
• Data Governance, lineage &
sourcing issues
• Architectural and modelling issues

To find out more contact:
T: 0208 278 7351
E: info@datatovalue.co.uk

• Standards, conformity, risk and
compliance issues
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